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1. Introduction 

ABSTRACT 

During the 2009 A/H1Nl flu pandemic, German health authorities recommended vaccination; however, 
the efficacy of such programs largely depends on individuals' risk perception. Risk perceptions are com
monly determined through numerical-cognitive estimates such as the perceived likelihood and severity 
of the hazard. Instead, we argue that risk perceptions, which include more affect-related aspects such 
as worry and threat, are more powerful predictors of protective behaviors. Moreover, vaccines are often 
perceived as double-edged since they offer protection but also involve adverse side-effects. As such, in 
the context of the A/Hl Nl vaccine uptake, risk perception is not only disease-related (A/Hl Nl infection) 
but also vaccine-related (A/Hl Nl vaccine). The present longitudinal study was conducted during the run
up to the German A/H1Nl vaccination campaign and measured cognitive and affective risk perceptions 
associated with both the A/Hl Nl infection and its vaccine (n, October 2009, N; 397) in order to assess 
their impact on (self-reported) A/H1Nl vaccination eight weeks later (TZ, December 2009; N ;285). As 
assumed, greater perceived likelihood and severity of infection were associated with greater affective 
risk perception at Tl. The more threatened and worried people felt, the more they intended to get vac
cinated; however, the greater the perceived likelihood and severity of vaccine adverse side-effects, the 
greater the amount of vaccine related affective risk perception, impeding vaccination intention. Finally, 
vaccination intention predicted vaccination eight weeks later at T2 (OR;2.2). The results suggest that 
numerical-cognitive risk perceptions, which are typically the target of public vaccination campaigns, do 
not impact preventive intention directly; instead, they facilitate affect-related risk perceptions, which 
motivate protective action. 

On June 11, 2009, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
declared the AfHINl pandemic [1). Many governments, includ
ing Germany's, announced large-scale AfHINl vaccination plans 
as a core part of national plans for pandemic mitigation [2,3). In 
Germany, vaccination against A/Hl Nl started on October 26,2009 
(week 44) with the monovalent ASo3-adjuvantes A/HINl vaccine 
Pandemrix® [3]. At the start of the vaccination campaign, when the 
present study was launched, the number of reported cases began 
to rise rapidly and the first increase in fatalities occurred [3]. By the 
end of November 2009 (week 47), the number of fatal cases had 
risen to a maximum of 37 [3) with more than 46,000 A/Hl Nl new 
cases that week [4). The second peak, with 20 fatalities, occurred 
between the end of December 2009 and January 2010 (weeks 52 of 
2009 to 1 of 2010) [4]. Although vaccination is the most effective 
intervention in preventing influenza [5) and AfHINl vaccination 

was recommend by German health authorities, vaccine uptake in 
the general German population was very low. Only 6.8% of the 
general population above 14 years of age followed the recommen
dation to get vaccinated by April 2010 [6]. 

From a psychological perspective, the presence of an actual 
health risk such as an emerging influenza pandemic is not suffi
cient to trigger preventive behaviors such as vaccination. People 
need to believe that they are personally at risk in order to 
become motivated to protect themselves [7]. In health behavior 
theories, perceptions of self-related health risks are commonly 
conceptualized as numerical-cognitive beliefs which entail two 
components; (a) the perceived likelihood of the hazard and (b) 
the perceived seriousness of the hazard (e.g., A/HINl infection). 
Theoretically, perceptions of personal risk should be proportional 
to both; this implies that greater expected likelihood or severity 
results in greater overall perceived risk [8,9). The motivational risk 
hypothesis assumes that the greater the cognitive-numerical risk 
perceptions are, the more likely people will be to take protective 
action [8,10,11 ). 
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perceived risk [12-15]. According to the "risk-as-feelings" hypoth
esis, responses to risky situations result in part from emotional 
or affective influences, including feelings such as worry, fear, or 
threat [15]. Specifically, the risk-as-feelings conception assumes 
that affect mediates, at least in part, the relationship between 
an individual's cognitive evaluation of risk and their behavioral 
response to it [15]. Thus, numerical-cognitive risk perceptions 
might exert only an indirect effect on protective behavior through 
affect-related risk perceptions [15-18]. 

Previous studies examining the impact of both, cognitive
numerical and affective facets of risk perceptions have typically 
assessed risk perceptions within the context of well-known health 
hazards (e.g., cancer, seasonal flu infection). Since the respective 
hazard was no longer associated with immediate threat and the 
urgency to take precautions, it is possible that people had already 
digested the risk due to habituation effects [19,20); thereby, result
ing in comparably stable and affective "cooled-off' risk perceptions 
and beliefs about precautions. Conversely, when people are con
fronted with a new hazard, such as the AfHl NI pandemic in 2009, 
they are more likely to gauge their risk and consider changing their 
behavior in a relatively affective or "hot" mind set, allowing a more 
direct examination of the interplay between cognitive and affective 
risk perceptions. 

Moreover, a new emerging hazard such as the swine flu 
pandemic not only represents an immediate health threat in com
parison to well-known health threats such as smoking or lack of 
exercise, it also differs in terms of the consequences of the most 
effective prevention. Usually protective measures are perceived 
as being safe to conduct. In contrast, vaccines, the most effec
tive measure for preventing influenza, may be seen as a health 
risk themselves. Thus, in the context of the new swine flu pan
demic, two types of risk perceptions emerge: one is disease-related 
(A/HINl infection) and the other one is vaccine-related (vaccine 
adverse side-effects). Cross-sectional studies comparing attitudes 
of A/HINl vaccinated and unvaccinated respondents consistently 
showed that a perceived risk or concerns about adverse side-effects 
was the main reason for refusingA/HIN1 vaccination [2,11,21-23). 
However, a prospective study is required in order to examine 
whether the fear of side-effects actually prevents people from get
ting vaccinated or merely provides a retrospective explanation for 
their behavior. 

The present study examined the relative impact of disease
related (A/HIN1 infection) and vaccine-related (A/H1Nl vaccine) 
risk perceptions on vaccination intention and self-reported receipt 
of A/HIN1 vaccine. Moreover, the influence of different facets 
of risk perception on vaccination intention and behavior was 
assessed both for the virus and the adverse side-effects of 
the vaccine. According to the 'risk as feelings' hypothesis, we 
tested the indirect impact of numerical-cognitive perceived risk 
on vaccination intentions and vaccination through affective risk 
perceptions. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants and procedure 

The first online survey (Time 1, T1) was conducted in October 
2009 (weeks 43-44), just before the beginning of the vaccination 
campaign (week 44) and the peak of the swine flu epidemic in 
Germany (week 47). Using the snowball technique, participants 
were invited to the study via an official press release from the Uni
versity of Konstanz (cf. [24-27) for a similar procedure). A sample 
of397 participants completed the questionnaire at T1 and provided 
their e-mail addresses in order to receive an invitation for follow
up assessment at Time 2 (T2). Eight weeks later, in December 2009 

(weeks 51-52), participants were asked to report whether they had 
been vaccinated against A/HI N1. 

The mean age of the total sample was 38 years (SD = 13.9, 
18-80 years), and 251 (63.5%) of the participants were women. 
The majority had a university entrance degree (294 = 74.4%). More 
than half of the sample were employed (221 = 57.4%), in education 
(124=32.2%), or retired (22 =5.7%). Of the 285 (71.8%) participants 
who filled in theT2 questionnaire, 181 (64.0%) were women (M=38 
years, SD= 13.7,19-76 years) and 73.2% had a university entrance 
degree. The study sample did not differ significantly from the drop
out sample in terms of risk perceptions, p > .12; perceived severity, 
p>.28; intention to get vaccinated, p>.50; age p>.52; sex, p>.79 
or education, p> .19. At T2, 273 (95.8%) of the 285 participants 
who filled in the T2 questionnaire reported their vaccination status 
(n =28; 9.8% received vaccination), and 283 out of 285 participants 
(99.3%) reported whether they had been diagnosed with A/Hl NI 
(n =4, 1.4% were diagnosed with AfHINl). 

Compared with German population data [28), the sample was 
four years younger, better educated (26% of the German population 
has a university entrance degree) and comprised of 12.5% more 
females. Moreover, in the sample, the employment rate (51.3% 
German population) and the rate of participants in education was 
higher (4.8% German population) and the retired rate lower (20.1% 
German population). 

2.2. Measures 

2.2.1. Cognitive disease-related risk perceptions 
Participants were asked to estimate (a) their absolute likelihood 

of becoming infected withA/H1Nl influenza, with 1 (very unlikely) 
to 7 (very likely), and (b) their comparative likelihood of catching the 
virus in comparison to an average peer of their age and sex, with 
1 (much below average), 4 (average), and 7 (much above average). 
The average score of the two items formed the index 'likelihood 
A/HINl', with Cronbach's 0'=.70. Furthermore, participants were 
asked to rate the severity of an AfHl NI influenza infection with 1 
(not serious/can be neglected), 4 (relatively serious, requires sick leave) 
and 7 (very serious/life threatening) (see also [29)). 

Since the online-survey was conducted during the run-up to the 
German A/H1Nl flu vaccination campaign at the end of October 
2009, it is reasonable to assume that participants referred to the 
immediate risk even though the respective questions did not give 
a specific time frame. 

2.2.2. Cognitive vaccine-related risk perceptions 
The perceived likelihood of adverse side-effects for the A/HIN1 

vaccine (VAE) was assessed by asking participants to estimate (a) 
their absolute likelihood of experiencing VAE, from 1 (very unlikely) 
to 7 (very likely), and (b) their comparative likelihood of expe
riencing VAE in comparison to an average peer of their age and 
sex, from 1 (much below average), 4 (average), and 7 (much above 
average). The two items were averaged to create an index 'likeli
hood VAE', with Cronbach's 0' =.71. Furthermore, participants were 
asked to rate the severity of the vaccine's adverse side-effects 
on a 7-point scale, with 1 (not serious/can be neglected), 4 (rela
tively serious, requires sick leave) and 7 (very serious/life threatening) 
(see also [29)). 

2.2.3. Affective disease-related risk perceptions 
Participants were asked whether they were concerned about 

becoming infected with the AfHINl virus and whether they felt 
threatened by the A/H1N1 influenza using the item stem "I feel 
threatened/l am concerned ... ", respectively. Answers ranged from 
1 (completely disagree) to 4 (completely agree). Additionally, they 
were asked how worried they were about their health due to the 
swine flu, from 1 (not at all worried) to 7 (very worried). Due to 
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Table 1 
Pearson correlations between study variables (single items) at n. 

2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 

1. Absolute likelihood .54 .18 .14 .16 -.03 38 34 .41 .12 -.01 .26 
AfH1N1 (.000) (.000) (.005) (.001) (.542) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.023) (.810) (.000) 
(n=385) 

. 2. Comparative likelihood .14 .09 .22 -.06 .28 .23 .33 .10 .03 .23 
AfH1N1 (.005) (.094) (.000) (.270) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.055) (.594) (.000) 
(n=384) 

3. Severity AfH1 N1 .03 .10 .14 .37 .31 .37 .12 -.09 .15 
(n=384) (.554) (.056) (.005) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.021) (.079) (.002) 

4. Absolute likelihood VAE .58 .39 .11 .10 .16 .55 .46 -.04 
(n=383) (.000) (.000) (.026) (.048) (.001) (.000) (.000) (.478) 

5. Comparative likelihood .27 .17 .12 .21 .37 .29 .04 
VAE (.000) (.001) (.022) (.00.0) (.000) (.000) (.426) 
(n=382) 

6. Severity VAE .09 .18 .17 .53 .54 -.19 
(n=382) (.095) (.000) (.001) (.000) (.000) (.000) 

7. Concern AfHl Nl .76 .69 .24 .03 .43 
(n=386) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.567) (.000) 

8. Threat AfHl Nl .67 .26 .11 .30 
(n=385) (.000) (.000) (.038) (.000) 

9. Worry AfHl Nl .27 .08 .39 
(n=385) (.000) (.120) (.000) 

10. FearVAE .71 -.07 
(n=385) (.000) (.188) 

11. Comparative fear VAE -.26 
vs.H1Nl (.000) 
(n=386) 

12. Vaccination intention 
(n=381) 

Note: VAE. vaccine adverse effect. Numbers at the top refer to variables' names in the left column. Statistically significant correlation coefficients are displayed in bold and 
p-values are given in parentheses. 

different scale formats, all three variables were z-standardized 
before they were averaged for the index 'Affective AfH1Nl risk', 
Cronbach's 0'=.83. 

2.2.4. Affective vaccine-related risk perceptions 
Participants were asked whether they were afraid of the side

effects of the AfHl Nl vaccine and whether they were afraid that 
the side effects of the vaccine would be worse than the infection 
itself. Answers ranged from 1 (completely disagree) to 4 (completely 
agree), Cronbach's 0'= .83. 

2.2.5. Vaccination intention 
Participants were asked if they intended to receive vaccination 

on a 7-point scale, with 1 (not at all) and 7 (very strongly). 

2.2.6. Self-reported vaccination 
In the follow-up survey at T2, participants were asked whether 

they had received an AfH1Nl vaccine, with 0 (no) and 1 (yes). 
Table 1 shows the Pearson correlations between all variables. 

2.3. Analyses 

First, mean level changes in risk perceptions were analyzed 
using MANOVA for repeated measures. To determine the effect 
sizes of the observed mean difference between variables, the effect 
size index Cohen's d [30J was calculated. Cohen has defined the fol
lowing effect size conventions for d: small d = .2, medium d = .5, and 
large d = .8. Missing values were treated by listwise deletion, and 
therefore, the results are based on a varying number of cases. Pear
son correlations were calculated for analyzing bivariate relations 
between study variables. For analyzing baseline characteristics of 
the participants as a function of vaccine uptake, logistic regres
sions were calculated and 95% confidence intervals for 10g(OR) were 
estimated using bootstrapping. Finally, the main study hypothe
sis was tested with a path model employing logistic regression 

analysis using Mplus Version 5.2. For path mode ling, full informa
tion maximum likelihood estimation (F1ML [31 J) was employed to 
derive parameter estimates in the face of missing data; FIML makes 
use of all available data in model estimation. To estimate indirect 
effects, a non-parametric bootstrapping approach was employed 
[32J. The present analyses are based on a new mediation approach 
[33,34J, using bootstrapping, which does not require that X and 
Y are directly associated. In order to differentiate between the 
two approaches, we use the term 'indirect effects' [33) for results 
based on bootstrapping. Logistic regression coefficients for indirect 
effects were estimated using a Newton-Raphson iteration algo
rithm [32). Vaccination uptake served as the dependent variable 
with 1 = vaccination and 0 = no vaccination. 

3. Results 

3.1. Cognitive and affective risk perceptions 

3.1.1. Perceived comparative likelihood 
When the vaccine became available in October 2009 (n), 

participants perceived their own likelihood of becoming A/Hl Nl
infected in comparison to an average peer of their age and sex as 
significantly lower (perceived comparative likelihood of becom
ing AfHl Nl-infected with M = 3.6, SD = 1.23 vs. scale midpoint of 
4.0, t(383)=6.16, p<.OOl). The mean of the perceived compara
tive likelihood judgements, if it had been unbiased, should have 
fallen at the midpoint of the scale (Le., at "average" with a value 
of 4.0). Because the average risk cannot be below the mean, this 
finding represents an optimistic bias at the level of the group (cf. 
17,8)). Turning to vaccine-related risk perceptions shows that par
ticipants believed that their risk of suffering from adverse vaccine 
side-effects was lower in comparison to their peers (compara
tive likelihood of becoming AfH 1 Nl-infected with M = 3.8, SD = 1.27 
vs. scale midpoint=4.0, t(381)=3.07, p=.002), indicating a small, 
albeit significant, optimistic bias. 
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Fig. 1. Difference score between A/Hl Nl and VAE absolute likelihood ratings (left) and difference score between perceived AjH1Nl and VAE severity (right). 

3.1.2. Perceived absolute likelihood 
Comparing the perceived absolute likelihood of becoming 

infected with A/HINl with the perceived absolute likelihood of 
suffering from vaccine adverse side-effects (VAE) shows that, on 
average, participants found it more likely that they would suf
fer from vaccine adverse side-effects (VAE) than become infected 
with the virus (absolute likelihood VAE: M = 3.8, SD= 1.71 vs. abso
lute likelihood A/HIN1: M=2.9, SD=1.24; t(382)=9.17; p<.OOl, 
Cohen's d=.60). A comparison between the VAE and A/HINl like
lihood rating within each respondent, calculated by a difference 
score, showed that 52% of the participants (n = 197) believed that 
it was more likely that they would suffer from vaccine adverse 
side-effects than become infected with the virus. Moreover, 28% 
(n = 108) believed that the two likelihoods were comparable, and 
only 20% of the participants (n = 78) believed that an A/HINl 
infection was more likely than suffering from vaccine adverse side
effects (see Fig. 1). 

3.1.3. Perceived severity 
On average, adverse vaccine side-effects were seen as being less 

severe than an A/H 1 Nl infection (perceived severity ofVAE M = 3.1, 
SD= 1.42 vs. perceived severity of an A/HINl influenza infection: 
M=4.3, SD= 1.31; t(381)= 13.39, P <.001, Cohen's d = .88). Calculat
ing a difference score showed that 69% of the participants (n = 204) 
rated an A/HINl infection as being more severe than the vaccine 
adverse side-effects, 16% (n =60) rated them as equally severe, and 
15% (n = 58) rated the severity of an A/H 1 Nl infection as being lower 
(see Fig. 1). 

3.1.4. Affect-related risk perceptions 
Reported worry due to an A/HINl infection was relatively 

low (M=2.3; SD= 1.25). Moreover, on average participants were 
only somewhat concerned or threatened by the A/HI NI influenza 
(M=1.8, SD=.77 and M=1.6, SD=.68). Affective risk perceptions 
related to vaccine adverse side-effects were more pronounced. 
Mean reported anxiety of adverse side-effects (M = 2.4, SD = .99) 
was significantly greater than concern, t(384) = 10.17, P < .001 or 
felt threat due a A/HINI infection t(384) = 15.73, p < .001. In addi
tion, participants were moderately afraid that the side effects of the 
A/HINI vaccine would be worse than the A/HINl infection itself 
(M = 2.2, SD = 1.08), whereby 43% stated that they were more afraid 
of VAE than of an A/H 1 Nl infection and 57% stated that they were 
more afraid of an A/HINl infection than ofVAE. 

3.2. Vaccination intention at Tl and vaccination status at 12 

Three hundred and eighty one (96%) of the 397 participants who 
completed the T1 survey in October 2009 responded to the ques
tion of whether they intended to have the A/HINl vaccination. 
Seventy-two percent (274/381) reported that they did not intend to 
get vaccinated (items rating score 1 and 2) and only 4.8% (22/381) 
reported a very strong intention to get vaccinated (items score 6 
and 7). 

Table 2 summarizes the baseline characteristics of the partic
ipants as a function of vaccine uptake. Within the longitudinal 
sample, 28 of the 273 participants who stated their vaccination 
status reported having received the A/Hl Nl vaccination (9.8%). Par
ticipants under 25 years of age were less likely to get vaccinated 
than those over, and participants diagnosed with A/H 1 Nl infection 
at T1 were less likely to report being vaccinated. No differences 
in vaccination status in dependence of gender or education were 
observed. 

3.3. Who received A/HI NI vaccine? Cognitive and affective risk 
perceptions predicting vaccination intention (rI) and vaccination 
(T2) 

Vaccination at T2 was significantly predicted by the intention 
to get vaccinated at T1 with the odds ratio [OR] = 2.22, 95% and 
the confidence interval [Cl] = 1.75-2.82. In turn, the intention to 
get vaccinated at T1 was only predicted by affective disease- and 
vaccine-related risk perceptions, which were in turn associated 
with cognitive risk perceptions (cf. Fig. 2). 

First, the more worried, concerned, and threatened people felt 
by the A/HINl infection, the greater their vaccination intention 
(f3 = .35, P < .001). Conversely, and as expected, the more par
ticipants were afraid of potential side-effects, the lower their 
vaccination intention (f3 = -.28, p < .001). Moreover, a significant 
interaction between affective disease- and vaccine-related risk 
perceptions was observed (f3 = -.17, P < .01). In total, 24% of the 
variance in vaccination intention was explained by these variables. 

Second, both affective disease- and vaccine-related affective 
risk perceptions were related to numerical-cognitive risk percep
tions. Specifically, the perceived likelihood (f3 = .38, P < .001) and 
severity of an A/HINl infection (f3=.33, p < .001) and their interac
tion (f3 = .18, p < .001) were associated with a higher disease-related 
affective risk perception, explaining 31% of the variance. 

For estimating the specific indirect effects for perceived 
likelihood and perceived severity of an A/H 1 N1 infection, a 
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Table 2 
Baseline characteristics of participants at TJ as a function of A/H1 N1 vaccination status at 12. 

Age group (n=270) 
<25 
25-45 
2:46 

Sex (n=271) 
Female 
Male 

Education (n = 271) 
No university entrance degree 
University entrance degree 

Cases diagnosed with A/H1N1 (n=272) 
Cases not diagnosed with A/H1 N1 
Cases diagnosed with A/H I N1 

Vaccinated n (%) 

2(7) 
13(46) 
13(46) 

12(44) 
15(56) 

20(71) 
8(29) 

28 (100.0) 
0(0.0) 

Note: Log(OR).log odds ratio; Cl. confidence interval (bootstrap based). 

Probability .38*** NH1N1 T1 

31% 

Severity .33*** Affective Risk 
NH1N1 T1 NH1N1 T1 

Probability x Affective Risk NH 1 N 1 
Severity .18** x Affective Risk 

NH1N1 T1 Side Effects T1 

.35*** 

-.17* 

Unvaccinated n (%) 

55(23) 
106(44) 

81 (33) 

159(65) 
85 (35) 

178(73) 
67 (27) 

240(98) 
4(2) 

Intention T1 

1-.28** 

24% 

44% 

Affective Risk 
Side Effects T1 

OR=2.2 

Log(OR) (95%-Cl) 

Ref. 
1.22 (.04-19.4) 
.27 (-.57 to 1.18) 

Ref. 
.85 (-.05 to 1.76) 

Ref. 
.06 (-1.13 to .95) 

Ref. 
-19.05 (-19.44 to -18.57) 

33% 

Vaccination T2 

.35*** 1.46*** -.04 

Probability Severity Probability x Severity 
Side Effects T1 Side Effects T1 Side Effects T1 

Fig. 2. Path model of the relationship between vaccination (T2). vaccination intention (T1). and disease-related and vaccine-related risk perceptions (TJ). 

non-parametric bootstrapping approach recommended by 
Preacher and Hayes 132] was employed. The bootstrapping 
approach yielded a significant positive indirect effect of 
numerical-cognitive risk perceptions on vaccination through 
affective risk perceptions and intention (perceived likeli
hood = .04, 95%-CI = .01-.07; severity = .02, 95%-CI = .01-.04; 
likelihood x severity =.02, 95%-CI =.01-.05). 

The same was true for cognitive vaccine-related risk per
ceptions, though, as expected, with the opposite effect on 
intention and vaccination. The more likely vaccine adverse side
effects were perceived to be ({3 = .35, P < .001) and the more 
severely they were rated ({3= .46, P < .001), the more pronounced 
the affective risk perceptions related to the vaccine, explain
ing 44% of the variance. The indirect effects of vaccine-related 
numerical-cognitive risk perception on vaccination through affec
tive risk perception and intention were negative and significant, 
except for the likelihood x severity interaction (perceived likeli
hood = -.04, 95%-CI = -.07 to -.02; severity = -.06, 95%-CI = -.10 to 
-.03; likelihood x severity = .01, 95%-CI = -.002 to .03). Although 
significant bivariate relationships between perceived cognitive
numerical risk perceptions and vaccination intention were found 
(index perceived likelihood A/Hl Nl/intention: r= .28, p < .001; but 

index perceived likelihood VAE/intention: r= .01, P = .96; perceived 
severity A/H1Nl/intention: r=.15, p=.002; perceived severity 
VAE/intention: r=-.19, p<.OOl), the direct effects of numerical
cognitive risk perceptions on vaccination intention in the model 
were not significant (all {3< .07, all p < .13). 

3.3.1. Control analysis 
In order to secure the found pattern of results, the model was 

additionally tested within subgroups of the sample which can be 
characterized as being more 'anti-vaccine' or as being more 'pro
vaccine' based on the difference score between absolute likelihood 
ratings for A/HINl and VAE (see also Fig. 1, left side). Within the 
subsample who believed that it was more likely that they would 
suffer from vaccine adverse side-effects than become infected with 
the virus (n = 197, 'anti-vaccine group'), affective risk perception for 
A/HINl ({3=.34, P < .001) and for VAE ({3= -.27, p< .001) and their 
interaction term ({3 = -.14, P = .05) predicted vaccination intention 
with R2 =.30. Similar results were found for the subgroup who 
believed that an A/H 1 Nl infection was equally or more likely than 
suffering from VAE (n = 186, 'pro-vaccine group') with affective risk 
perception for A/H1Nl ({3= .29, P < .001), for VAE ({3 = -.19, p< .01) 
and their interaction term ({3 = -.19, P < .01) predicted vaccination 
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Fig. 3. Estimated direct effects of disease-related risk perception on vaccination 
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intention with R2 = .27. A similar pattern of results emerged when 
the sample was divided based on the severity difference score 
(see also Fig. 1, right side). Affective risk perception explained 
39 percent of the vaccination intention within participants who 
believed that adverse vaccine side-effects were more severe than 
an A/H1Nl infection (n = 58, 'anti-vaccine group') and 28 percent 
of the vaccination intention within participants who believed that 
an A/H1Nl infection was equally or more severe than VAE (n =324, 
'pro-vaccine group'). 

3.4. Probing the interaction between disease- and vaccine-related 
affective risk perceptions 

Following Aiken and West [35]. we characterized the interaction 
by estimating the regression of vaccination intention on affective 
disease-related risk perceptions as a function of affective vaccine
related risk perceptions. We examined the simple regression of 
vaccination intention on affective disease-related risk perceptions 
at three values of affective vaccine-related risk perceptions. which 
represent approximate values of the mean (M) with M, M - lSD, 
M + 1 SD. respectively. and tested the significance of the simple 
slope at each value. The estimated simple slopes for M + 1 SD. M, and 
M - 1 SD for affective vaccine-related risk perception (.47. p < .05. 
.62. and .77. both p < .001) became increasingly positive and statis
tically significant. as shown in Fig. 3. Thus. participants developed 
the highest vaccination intention when disease-related affective 
risk perceptions were high and vaccine-related affective risk per
ceptions were low. However. when disease-related affective risk 
perceptions were low. affective vaccine-related risk perceptions 
had no substantial effect on vaccination intention. 

4. Discussion 

In the run-up to the German A/H1Nl flu vaccination campaign 
at the end of October 2009. only a small number of participants had 
a very strong intention to receive the vaccine. Eight weeks later. in 
December 2009. the vaccination uptake for both the present sample 
(9.8%) and the German population in general (6.8% 13]; 8.1% [6]) was 
low. Considering that only 17% of the 1000 German interviewees in 

the Flash Eurobarometer survey FL287 - influenza A/H 1 Nl strongly 
supported the idea that vaccination was an effective measure 
against the virus. a low vaccination rate was to be expected [36]. 

The data suggest that the likelihood of being vaccinated was 
determined by the vaccination intention. which in turn was 
modulated by the interplay between affective disease- and vaccine
related risk perceptions. Conversely. cognitive risk perceptions 
such as the perceived likelihood and severity of an A/H1N1 infec
tion or adverse side-effects only indirectly impacted vaccination 
intention through affective risk perceptions. 

The present data suggest a sequence from thoughts to feelings 
to protective behaviors: greater numerical-cognitive perceived 
risk was associated with greater affective risk perception which 
impacted vaccination intention and behavior. Thus. the disease as 
well as the adverse vaccine effects might have triggered a sequence 
from rather "cold" numerical-cognitive risk perceptions to "hot" 
affective risk perceptions. which in turn impacted on vaccination 
intention. We found a similar pattern of results in a different sam
ple and with a different preventive behavior Le .. the pick-up rate of 
a free bottle of hand sanitizer at the end of the first swine flu pan
demic wave in December 2009 [24], pointing to the reliability of 
the present findings. Accordingly. cognitive risk perceptions exert 
their impact on behavioral proximal variables through affective 
risk perceptions. Thus. studies which observed no significant rela
tion between the perceived likelihood and severity of an A/Hl Nl 
infection and vaccination intention [2] or status [22] do not nec
essarily imply that disease-related risk perceptions do not matter. 
but rather. that they are not sufficient. Numerical risk represen
tations might often be perceived as an abstract information with 
only limited vividness and experiential value [13-15.37.38]. Our 
results indicate that these cognitive. numerical representations of 
risk need to be translated into a more vivid. self-related. and affect
laden form of risk perception such as worry in order to become 
motivationally relevant. Abstract numerical risk representations 
might therefore not impact protective behavior directly but might 
trigger a more experiential or 'visceral' mode of risk perception, 
such as worry. which in turn increases protective behavior. 

Although vaccination is a very powerful preventive measure. 
fear of adverse side-effects may prevent people from being vacci
nated. On average. participants believed that they were less likely to 
become infected with the A/H1 N1 virus than to experience adverse 
side-effects from the vaccination. Accordingly. the threat of be co m
ing infected was insufficient by itself to motivate action because 
the threat of side effects counterbalanced and. for many people, 
overwhelmed disease concern. 

Moreover, these cognitive risk perceptions were mirrored by the 
affective risk perceptions: participants were more worried about 
adverse effects caused by the preventive measure than by the harm 
caused by the hazard itself. This is in line with previous studies con
ducted in Qatar. Hong Kong. and the UK [11,21.39]. demonstrating 
that both disease-related and vaccine-related risk perceptions were 
associated with vaccination acceptance. However. in these studies, 
disease- and vaccine-related risk perceptions were either assessed 
on different metrics or as two independent determinants ofvacci
nation behavior. preventing an assessment of their joint impact on 
vaccination behavior. 

Extending previous findings. the present results suggest that 
both factors operate in conjunction. Le .. if the hazard only induces 
a low level of concern and threat. the level of concern about the 
adverse side-effects of precaution is no longer important; people 
are generally unlikely to develop the intention to get vaccinated. 
However. even if the hazard induces substantial threat and worry. 
people are still likely to refrain from vaccination if they worry about 
side-effects. Thus. if the precaution is not perceived as being safe. 
clear disease-related risk perceptions might not even produce a 
behavioral effect. 



Another implication of the conjoint effects of disease- and 
vaccine related risk perceptions might be that the evaluation of 
the danger posed by adverse vaccine effects is dependent on the 
perceived danger of the hazard. Experimental studies show that 
probability estimates for negative events are systematically biased 
by their severity [40 J. More serious adverse vaccine effects are likely 
to induce a more pronounced insensitivity to probability varia
tions. Thus, the more serious the adverse effects, the more people 
overestimate even low probabilities and react adversely, despite 
the fact that it is unlikely these effects will occur [15J. Consider
ing that the risk of side-effects is often communicated by verbal 
descriptors (e.g., very common, common, uncommon, rare, very 
rare (41)) which can induce a gross overestimation of risk [42J, 
a negative acceleration in vaccination willingness might easily be 
induced. This effect might be further amplified by an 'omission bias' 
[43 J, a general tendency to rate objectively identical attributes (e.g., 
symptoms) less favorably when they are related to vaccine adverse 
events than to the disease [44J.ln line with this notion, Brown et al. 
[44J found in an experimental study that parents would accept 
a higher risk of their child catching a (hypothetical) disease than 
they would of their child reacting to a vaccine. This omission bias 
is motivated by an asymmetrically anticipated regret that is the 
tendency to feel mote regret for the consequences of one's actions 
(e.g., accepting a vaccine) than the consequences of inactions or 
'fate' (e.g., remaining unvaccinated and catching the A/H 1 Nl virus). 
However, this is speculative. 

It is likely that public confusion over the different swine-flu vac
cines had amplified the perceived risk of adverse side-effects by 
the time the mass vaccination program was launched in Germany 
in October and November 2009 [45J. As Germany started its mass
vaccination program, it became public that the government had 
ordered a different vaccine for government officials and the mili
tary; namely Celvapan®, which does not contain an adjuvant and 
was believed to have fewer side effects than Pandemrix®. The 
widely circulated newspaper Bild accused the government of giving 
"second-class medicine" to regular German citizens [46J. The Ger
man government tried to deescalate the discussion, but skepticism 
never completely vanished. In addition, vaccination uptake might 
have been influenced by the tiered recommendation system. The 
Standing Committee for Vaccination (Standige Impfi<ommission, 
STIKO) at the Robert-Koch Institute recommended at the begin
ning of October 2009 that everybody should get the vaccine but 
that initial doses should go to priority groups such as health care 
workers, pregnant women, and people with chronic health condi
tions [47J. Thus, the way the vaccination program was launched 
in Germany might have inflated the perception of potential side
effects and deflated the perception of the danger inherent in the 
A/H1Nl infection. These aspects might also point to the changing 
dynamic over time. To ensure the effectiveness of health messages, 
the public must understand the message in a way that allows for 
both the retention and availability of the knowledge at the time of 
behavior implementation [48,49J. 

4.1. Limitations 

The present study is subject to a number of weaknesses. The 
disadvantage of our snowball technique for recruiting participants 
is limited population representativeness. That the vast majority of 
the participants had a high school degree clearly limits the gener
alizability of the findings (see also [25]); in particular, it is likely 
that numerical literacy was comparably high. In addition, partici
pants volunteered and all data were self-reported, leading to social 
desirability and selection bias. As such, caution is required when 
extrapolating to the general population (see also [11 D. The drop
out between nand T2 was 28%. While drop-out analyses did not 
show marked differences between the longitudinal sample and 
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the drop-out sample in terms of perceived risk, sex, or education, 
participants may have dropped-out of the study due to lack of 
interest in the flu topic. As cognitive and affective risk perceptions 
were measured contemporaneously at n, inferences about causal
ity cannot be drawn. Nevertheless, the present data may indicate 
a pathway from cognitive to affective risk perceptions to intention 
(see [24J for longitudinal data). Alternatively, one could argue that 
affective risk perceptions occur first, triggering both cognitive risk 
perceptions and vaccination intentions. Finally, according to cur
rent health behavior theories, risk perception is only one of many 
predictors for health behaviors [7J. Thus, explaining the whole vari
ance observed in the respective behavior is outside the scope of this 
study. 

5. Conclusion 

In the present longitudinal study, we examined whether 
vaccination behavior is driven by numerical-cognitive and/or 
affect-related risk perceptions. We found that high numerical
cognitive risk perceptions, i.e.,. high perceived likelihood and 
severity of an influenza infection (hazard) and high perceived likeli
hood and severity of adverse vaccine side-effects (precaution) were 
associated with greater threat, concern, and worry and that these 
affective risk perceptions drove vaccination behavior. Therefore, 
numerical risk representations such as perceived likelihood and 
severity might represent necessary but insufficient self-referential 
knowledge that paves the way for preventive behaviors. More
over, disease- and vaccine-related risk perceptions may function 
in a synergistic way. Even pronounced disease-related risk percep
tions might be ineffective if we consider that people feel concerned 
and threatened by adverse vaccine side-effects. Thus, disease- and 
precaution-related risks need to be communicated conjointly in 
order to prevent biased risk estimations. 
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